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The Fourth of Thirteen Wealth Management Issues: 
Retirement Planning 

 
In this issue of our Wealth Management Series, we will address Retirement Planning for long-term security. 
 
Our comprehensive program at Edu4Retirement, Inc. is designed to teach people about retirement and the various 
issues that confront each person as they make their solo journey into retirement.  Our program provides a process 
for each of these issues, which are referred to as Wealth Management Issues. 
 
Our previous editions of this series covered Investment Planning (Vol 3, No 2), Insurance Planning and Risk 
Management (Vol 3, No 3) and Banking and Credit Management (Vol 3, No 4).  These topics touched upon the 
importance of consolidating one’s investment information, risk management techniques and is appropriateness for 
the associated risk and cost, and managing your assets and liabilities.  
 
If you participate in a pension plan at your work, then the longevity risk, that is, the possibility of outliving your 
money, is substantially diminished.  The need to lock down your assets to protect them is not as great as it would 
be for someone who does not participate in a pension plan. 
 
As we mentioned in the Investment Planning edition, we use an approach that measures risk capacity and then 
overlay the concept of risk tolerance. If the cash reserves are strained, and most of your wealth is tied up in the 
stock of your closely held business or in real estate, then your capacity to take risk with the liquid assets is 
substantially diminished. As a result your risk tolerance needs to be at a lower level. We parse the assets needed to 
maintain your lifestyle and designate them as the foundation, that is, the amount that should be invested in lower 
risk securities. We then plan for the other distribution and legacy plans that the remaining assets will follow. We 
refer to this as the foundation with an upside opportunity. 
 
We also need to think of the tax consequences of our actions. Drawing from different sources of our assets may 
keep our tax obligations lower and allow for more tax deferred transfer of assets to the next generation. This 
would help in the hidden “taxes”, i.e., higher premiums on Medicare or clawbacks on Pre-Full Retirement Age 
benefits from Social Security.  
 
The process we use for this segment of wealth management uses an approach of taking the present value of the 
future anticipated expenses (valued with various cost of living adjustments) and subtracting that from the sum of 
the current assets, present value of future earnings from wages, rents, investments, social security and pensions. 
This gives us a funded status.  
 
Once we determine the cash flow, we then take a look at the drawdown needed from your investible assets as a 

percentage of the total. In general, the process is intuitive. If at 65 you are drawing down less than 3 ½ % of your 

assets, you are probably adequately funded. If you are drawing in excess of 7%, then you are probably 

underfunded. If your drawdown is in between, then we consider you constrained and the closer to 7% you are, the 



 
 
 

 

more constrained you become. You should also control your volatility. Large losses at the beginning of your 

retirement can be devastating to your plan. 

The more constrained you are, then the less risk you can take, since a severe market downturn may not be 
recoverable.  
 
With life expectancies increasing and some individuals wanting to retire sooner, rather than later, the need for 
sound retirement planning is crucial.  When gathering information about your retirement and life income plan, 
you need to examine the results of using distributions from the plan during life versus distributing to descendants 
at death.  Issues related to qualified retirement plan and/or IRA distributions that are important include timing of 
distributions, income taxation, estate taxation, and amount of control.  Each client’s unique situation and needs 
will determine the recommended solutions.  We help you answer the four most common questions in the 
retirement income planning discussion:  
 

1. Do you have enough to retire or are you on track?   
2. How are the assets invested and are the assets segregated appropriately? 
3. When distributions are needed to meet an income stream, which pools of funds will be pulled from first, 

versus last, to generate that income?  
4. Do you have a good balance between pre-tax and after tax money for retirement? 

 
Comprehensive retirement planning considers much more than the financial information. There are several 
additional segments to address: 
 

1. The psychological aspects of retiring 
2. Housing 
3. Elder law issues 
4. Health and wellness 
5. Planning for incapacity 
6. Which social insurance benefits to take and when to take them 

 
Some of these will be covered in future wealth management issues.  
 
We are forever learning as we go through this process, since family dynamics, personal desires and amounts 
involved can be infinitely different. However, the patterns we see in personal behavior and decisions of our clients 
make our experience very helpful to most. 
 
We hope you enjoy the personal journey as we cover each of these Wealth Management Issues.  Please rely upon 
us to help deliver the decisions that fit your desires and ultimately helping you to feel empowered about your 
retirement.  Michael Callahan and Steve Tillona are available for any questions that may arise as you make this 
journey.  You may contact them at: 
 
Michael Callahan: 
mc@edu4retirement.com 
860-863-4155 
 
Steven Tillona: 
stillona@edu4retirement.com 
860-863-9984 
 
Edu4Retirement, Inc. specializes in providing retirement education and advice to our clients along with appropriate 
investment products to assist in mitigating retirement risk. Please think of us when it comes to retirement 
planning.  We appreciate your referrals. 
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